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Topics…

Learning perspective

Conceptual change

Theoretical aspects in relation to the model

of pedagogical competence 



Learning perspective

The superiority of a learning perspective in relation to student 

learning in Higher Education …

… as opposed to a view where teaching is seen as 

transmission of knowledge from the teacher to the student.

(Barr & Tagg 1995; Marton & Booth 1997; Prosser & Trigwell 1999; Trigwell & Shale 2004; …)

Engineering Education

strong traditions

variations of knowledge about how

students learn a specific subject              



Many teachers …

conceptual change in relation to their understanding 

of teaching and student learning Posner et al. (1982)

AND

develop their teaching practice accordingly

The Faculty of Engineering (LTH) at Lund University

decided as a priority to encourage a learning

perspective in all teaching activities

does not encourage any specific pedagogical

theories or teaching methods



Conceptual change

Theory primarily used to explain students’ scientific 

preconceptions or misconceptions and their resilience

Posner, Strike, Hewson & Gertzog (1982)

Also – crucial to professional development among academic 

teachers     Prosser & Trigwell (1999)

understanding of the relation between teaching and learning

implications for change of existing teaching practices

Teaching practises can be hard to change 

preconceptions of teaching and learning are

often remarkably resistant to change



A model might promote conceptual change in teaching

helps teachers understand their teaching and its

relation to the subject and their students’ learning

conceptual change strategies “may become part

of teachers’ normal routines”    Duit & Treagust (2003)



A model might promote conceptual change in teaching

helps teachers understand their teaching and its

relation to the subject and their students’ learning

conceptual change strategies “may become part

of teachers’ normal routines”    Duit & Treagust (2003)

The use of an illustrative model to explain and simplify complex 

pedagogical processes is an example of how a scientific

tradition familiar to engineering teachers could help

them increase their understanding of teaching

and student learning …



Pedagogical competence – a model
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Theoretical aspects
… in relation to the model of pedagogical competence

PRACTICE

teaching

Observations

of teaching and 

learning

Planning

of teaching

THEORY

knowledge about 

teaching and 

learning

Observations of high quality

are especially important

Olsson & Roxå (2012)

http://www.herdsa.org.au/wp-content/uploads/

conference/2012/HERDSA_2012_Olsson.pdf



Conceptual change Posner, Strike, Hewson & Gertzog (1982)

a driving force for development and improvement

learning perspective
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learning



Cognitive dissonance Festinger (1982)

new knowledge that is in conflict with previous knowledge

the tension between conflicting cognitions, the dissonance, is 

a driving force for change … eliminate dissonance and 

achieve consonance …
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Reflection-in-action Schön (1983)

Reflection-on-action

Reflection-for-action    Cowan (1998)

PRACTICE

teaching

Observations

of teaching and 

learning

Planning

of teaching

THEORY

knowledge about 

teaching and 

learning

Types of reflection,

on a general level, that can be associated with

teachers’ reflection about teaching and learning



Content, process, and premise reflection

increasingly complex ways of reflection      Mezirow (1991)

does not question validities (content reflection)

question knowledge but within the boundaries of our beliefs

(process reflection)

truly question our knowledge and core beliefs

(premise reflection) 
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teaching

Observations
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Theories-in-use and Argyris & Schön (1974)

espoused theories

Single-loop and double loop learning

expose inconsistencies between espoused theories and 

theories-in-use … developing congruence

conclusions from data   double-loop learning

PRACTICE

teaching

Observations

of teaching and 

learning

Planning

of teaching

THEORY

knowledge about 

teaching and 

learning

theoretical knowledge
(based on espoused theories)

actual teaching activities
(based on theories-in-use)

find ways to establish and 

sustain connections 

between theory and practice





Academic development at LTH

An integrated academic development program – and

Engineering Education (formal research subject)

Pedagogical courses

scholarly framework

peer reviewed project work (often observations…)

Consulting 

all levels of the faculty

brokers    Wenger (1998)

observations as an approach to identify new

possibilities



Evaluations     (based on observations…)

formative (short-circle)

summative (long-term)

academic development purposes – Utilization-focused Patton (1997) 

Research

at different levels and for different purposes

sometimes based on teachers own observations (encouraged)

campus conference and/or faculty newsletter and/or …

The pedagogical academy

system for rewarding excellent teaching

assessment criteria are met if applicants can

demonstrate pedagogical competence

at a high level (observations are important)


